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Executive Summary
In its first year of full operation, Denver’s Professional Compensation System for Teachers
(ProComp) has attracted national attention as an
innovative model for school districts to change
how instructors are paid. The system grew out of
a four-year pilot program that tested various elements of compensation reform in select Denver
schools. In 2004, both the Denver Public Schools
Board of Education and Denver Classroom
Teachers Association approved ProComp. In
2005, Denver citizens voted to approve a $25 million tax increase to implement the full plan.

By adopting ProComp, Denver Public Schools has
acknowledged that the traditional salary schedule
is not the best way to achieve its educational
goals. The district deserves praise for its genuine
reform efforts. Yet Denver can do more to tie
teacher compensation to student achievement,
while filling important personnel needs. Thus
ProComp falls short in several areas:

•

The teacher salary increases for meeting student growth objectives ($342) and for exceeding
state assessment expectations ($1,026) are too
small next to other payouts. New research
strongly suggests merit pay based on student
growth brings significant learning gains, without
negative effects to a school’s work environment.
• The largest pay increase ($3,078) rewards National Board certification, but research is mixed at
best on what difference the certification makes in
measurable student learning.
• The continuing inflexibility of entry-level salary offerings limits the district’s ability to attract
the highest-quality teaching workforce.
• Poorly-performing instructors remain protected by Colorado statute, which makes dismissal from their jobs a very costly and difficult
process.

Student growth includes individual and group
incentives to teachers who measurably help students improve their classroom performance.

Even so, ProComp has broken important ground
in teacher compensation from which Colorado
education leaders can expand and advance reform:

The knowledge and skills component features
pay raises to instructors who complete relevant
academic degrees, national certification, or professional development projects.

•

Teachers hired before 2006 can decide whether or
not to join ProComp. Roughly 28 percent of veteran instructors had enrolled through the opt-in
window that ended in June 2006. Every Denver
teacher hired in 2006 and thereafter automatically
is paid according to the new plan. In all, ProComp determines the salaries of nearly half of the
district’s teaching workforce. Denver’s pay system divides rewards among four major components:
Market incentives consist of bonuses to qualified teachers who work in challenging schools or
hard-to-fill job specialties.

•

•

•

• The professional evaluations component attaches a marginal salary increase to a teacher’s
satisfactory evaluation from a principal or other
building administrator.

Denver and other school district leaders
should work to adopt merit pay programs that
offer the greatest rewards for student results.
The state should provide financial grants and
technical assistance that move local boards of
education to implement the best possible performance pay systems.

•
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ProComp: A Brief History to Date
Denver Public Schools (DPS), in partnership with
the Denver Classroom Teachers Association
(DCTA), has stepped forward to help redefine
how teachers should be paid. Nearly all Colorado
school districts pay their teachers according to a
defined salary schedule based strictly on years of
experience and graduate credit attained. DPS has
moved in a different direction.
In 1999, during tense contract negotiations with
DCTA, DPS board members proposed a merit
pay policy. Though unwilling to make such a
radical change, union leaders agreed to join an
effort to change the method for paying teachers.
The two parties since have worked to develop the
Professional Compensation System for Teachers,
better known as ProComp. Sixteen
...[T]he DenverDenver schools participated in a fourbased Rose Comyear pilot program to test some of the
munity Foundasystem’s critical elements.
tion gave nearly

The Community Training and Assistance Center (CTAC) conducted a comprehensive study of the four-year ProProComp.
Comp pilot program. The study included the finding that ProComp successfully
overcame the most common teacher objections to
“performance for pay” programs:

$4 million in multiple grants to

That they are governed by the whim of subjective administrators;

•

That they are filled with inequities due to different student backgrounds;
• That they promote “teaching to the test;”

•

That they foster internal competition at the
expense of professional cooperation.1

•

DCTA followed the Board of Education’s lead, as
59 percent of union members voted in March 2004
to approve district-wide implementation of the
new compensation system. In so doing, local union leaders bucked their national organization.
DCTA’s parent National Education Association
(NEA) remains committed to upholding the current salary model. The Colorado Education Association (CEA) has taken a more nuanced stance.
CEA supports locally-initiated “alternative pay
plans” with employee input, but rejects “merit

pay plans that pit employee against employee for
a limited amount of money that is distributed
through subjective criteria.”2
Philanthropic contributions, both local and national, were essential to developing the pilot program and earning teacher and voter support. Between 1999 and 2005, the Denver-based Rose
Community Foundation gave nearly $4 million in
multiple grants to ProComp. The Broad Foundation of Los Angeles and the Daniels Fund of Denver also made substantial financial contributions
for program development. Other private donors
included the Denver Foundation, the DonnellKay Foundation, the Jay and Rose Phillips Family
Foundation, the Piton Foundation, and the Sturm
Family Foundation.3
In November 2005, 58 percent of Denver voters
approved an inflation-adjusted, $25 million-ayear tax increase to fund ProComp. In addition to
DPS and DCTA leaders, active support
for the ProComp tax increase came from The data needed
Mayor John Hickenlooper and many
for an effective
Denver state lawmakers.
analysis of the
plan’s impact on

ProComp’s Teacher Compensation Trust
Denver students’
has been created to manage and provide
performance will
“financial stability” for Denver’s tax
not
be available
funds dedicated to performance pay.
Current projections estimate the fiscal
until at least 2009.
soundness of the Trust for 50 years. The
district and union are represented on the board
by three trustees each, while the community is
represented by two trustees.4
Some elements of ProComp were implemented in
the 2005-06 school year, while the rest took effect
in 2006-07. All teachers hired in 2006 and 2007 are
required to join. As of May 2007, nearly half of
Denver teachers are paid under the new system.
The alternative pay plan is still in its early stages.
An internal evaluation released in April 2007 recommends ways for the large school district to
improve technological procedures and capabilities used to oversee ProComp. The data needed
for an effective analysis of the plan’s impact on
Denver students’ performance will not be available until at least 2009.
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2007, has created a commission to develop a useful
identifier that will track teacher demographic and
licensure information. The purpose is to better understand trends of turnover, shortages, distribuQuality teaching: an educational priority
Successful education is a result of many factors, but tion, and qualifications of the professional educa9
no factor is more important than the quality of the tion workforce.
5
teacher. Yet most current local and state policy is
A key policy priority confronting states is increasnot structured to attract and retain the highesting the supply and equitable distribution of quality
quality instructional workforce.
teachers in our public schools. Reforming how
teachers are paid is one of the most promising tools
American public schools simply do not employ
to effect the needed change.
enough of the nation’s brightest and best to meet

The Case for Changing How
Teachers Are Paid

the growing demand to increase student achievement. Today’s students reap the results of a longterm downward trend. High-aptitude high school
graduates were much more likely to enter the
teaching profession in the mid-1960s than in the
mid-1980s. Nor has the trend reversed. From 1964
to 2000, the share of teachers who ranked among
the top tenth of their high school peers in aptitude
dropped from 20 percent to 11 percent. Furthermore, a 2003 report showed that college graduates
considering a career in teaching had
High-aptitude high
average SAT scores a full 40 points
school graduates
lower than those not looking to teach.6

The failure of the single salary schedule
Much of the problem related to the supply and distribution of quality teachers emanates from the
single salary schedule, which predominates in
American public education today.10 The
...[M]ost current
schedule provides automatic rewards for
seniority (years of service) and credentials local and state
policy is not struc(graduate credit and degrees earned).
tured to attract and

Most school districts adopted the indusretain the highesttrial pay model between the 1920s and the quality instruc1950s, providing a standard that allevitional workforce.
ated discrimination based on sex and
were much more
race. Nevertheless, the single salary schedule does
likely to enter the
Widely-accepted academic research
shows that quality teaching can make a not fit well in a contemporary context where moteaching profession
bility between jobs is more common and more
dramatic difference in learning. Averin the mid-1960s
age pupils who move for one year from skilled teachers are needed to meet the growing
than in the mid11
the classroom of an average teacher to a demand for a highly-skilled, technical workforce.
1980s.
top-flight teacher improve test scores
by 5 percentile points. More dramatically, students As researcher Bryan Hassel aptly noted of the
dominant salary model: “While it ignores irrelevant
who spend three consecutive years with a good
teacher outscore by 50 percentile points their coun- differences between teachers, it also ignores releterparts who spend three consecutive years with a vant ones, like their levels of knowledge and skills,
their actual success with students, and the difficulweak teacher.7
ties of the assignments they take on.”12 The singleLess information is available about the relationship salary schedule rewards career-squatting. Moreof teacher aptitude to students by race or socioeco- over, it overvalues the earnings of many underperforming instructors, and undervalues the earnings
nomic background. Yet research confirms that
of many outstanding instructors.
those instructing poor and minority children are
much more likely to have less experience and—in
the case of secondary schools—less background in
the subject area taught.8
The Alliance for Quality Teaching has identified
the “teacher gap” problem affecting underprivileged youths in Colorado. The Alliance’s calls for
better data have been answered. Senate Bill 140,
enacted by the Colorado General Assembly in

Studies show that, at best, only the first few years
in the classroom improve the average teacher’s
quality. Subsequent experience demonstrates no
discernible effect. Additional educational credentials have even less evidence to show any positive
effect on student performance.13 A 2007 report conservatively estimates that 12 percent of public education budgets finance teacher pay increases based
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on seniority and degrees.14 Maintaining the traditional salary schedule drives up the costs for taxpayers to fund the school system while ignoring
classroom results.
Overcoming inertia
No one has played a more active and ongoing role
to develop and promote ProComp than Brad Jupp,
DPS Senior Academic Policy Advisor and DPS/
DCTA ProComp Project Coordinator. Formerly a
DPS teacher and DCTA official, he provided a tremendous share of energy and ideas to move ProComp forward throughout the pilot program and
continues to oversee its operation.
Jupp described his district’s critical decision to
abandon the old system of compensation in terms
of this broad perspective: “[We] are in an exceptional moment, one where the single salary schedule can no longer support the pressures placed on
it by the expectations of a 21st-century public education system.”15 Expectations are for greater accountability to provide a thorough and rigorous
education to a racially and economically diverse
student population.
Nevertheless, most Colorado school districts remain tied to the single salary schedule. Many local
union negotiators continue to defend the practice.
While clearly resisting the implementation of “any
quota-based merit pay plan,” the Jeffer“[We] are in an
son County Education Association has
exceptional moconcluded that the traditional steps-andment, one where
lanes model persists “because it is objecthe single salary
tive, fair, and simple to administer.”16
The Littleton Education Association says
schedule can no
it “is the fairest, best understood and
longer support the
most widely used approach to teacher
pressures placed
compensation.”17

One of the early pioneers in teacher pay reform
showed that modest changes can be made to the
traditional salary schedule. Started in the 1993-94
school year, the performance pay program in Colorado’s Douglas County School District ties salary
advancement to satisfactory evaluations. The program adds small rewards for outstanding teacher
portfolios and group incentives. As a result, professional employee collegiality and focus on districtwide goals have improved. The new pay system
also appears to have improved teacher retention,
but no effect has been found in attracting more
high-quality teachers to Douglas County.19

ProComp’s Rewards and
What They Mean
Measuring teacher quality in credentials
and performance
The question of how to measure teacher quality
complicates the discussion surrounding compensation reform. Yet, interestingly, 72 percent of surveyed American teachers say most of their colleagues “could pretty much agree on who the great
teachers are” in their building.20
Denver’s Professional Compensation System provides one of the most comprehensive approaches to reforming teacher pay.
ProComp uses a broad range of different
measurements, including most of those
employed in different programs, to reward
instructional quality.
Four major components are built into ProComp as means for the district’s teachers
to enhance their current earnings (see figure 1):

on it by the expectations of a 21st-

Researcher Dan Goldhaber says such
century public
objections partly are rooted in
“institutional inertia.” In other words,
education systhe single salary schedule persists betem.”
cause most districts lack the
“institutional capacity” and the “political flexibility” to change how teachers are paid. Administrative personnel find it easier to continue with the
same procedures they have always used, and
short-term citizen board members often lack the
independent will to effect fundamental change.18

•

Market Incentives

•
•
•

Student Growth
Knowledge and Skills
Professional Evaluations

ProComp uses a
broad range of
different measurements, including
most of those
employed in different programs,
to reward instructional quality.

The first component attracts teachers to challenging work environments or hard-to-fill specialties.
The latter three components include different
measurements of teacher quality to provide various rewards. The proponents of ProComp carefully
have avoided using the term “merit pay” to de-
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Figure 1. Overview of Components and Elements, Denver Professional Compensation System for Teachers (2006-07)

Denver ProComp - Components and Elements (2006-07 Index = $34,200)
Components

Element

Market Incentives
Hard to
Serve
School

Hard to
Staff
Position

Student Growth
Student
Growth
Objectives

Knowledge and Skills

Professional Evaluations

CSAP
Expectations

Distinguished
Schools

Grad Degree /
National
Certification

Professional
Development
Units

Tuition
Reimburse

Probationary

NonProbationary

Salary
Increase

Bonus

Salary
Increase

Salary
Increase

Lifetime
Account

Salary
Increase

Salary
Increase

1 objective
(Bonus)
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Incentive
Type

Bonus

Other Factors

None

None

None

Increase may
be lost later
if fall below
expectations

None

None

None

None

Achieve at
least a
satisfactory
rating

Achieve at
least a
satisfactory
rating

Fixed Value

3% of
Index

3% of
Index

1% of
Index

3% of Index

2% of Index

9% of Index

2% of Index

$1,000

1% of Index

3% of Index

2006-07
Dollars

$1,026

$1,026

$342

$1,026

$684

$3,078

$684

$1,000

$342

$1,026

Implemented

2005-06

2005-06

2006-07

2006-07

2005-06

2005-06

2006-07

2005-06

2005-06

2005-06

Pay-Out
Begins

2005-06

2005-06

2007-08

2007-08

2006-07

2005-06

2006-07

2005-06

2006-07

2006-07

Bonus
2 objectives
(Increase)

Source: Denver ProComp Web site, http://www.denverprocomp.org

scribe Denver’s new compensation plan for teachers, preferring the term “results-based pay.”21
Bottom line for Denver teachers
The four components encompass a series of defined one-time bonuses and permanent salary increases that are factored from a standard base
amount, known as the index. The index is subject
to cost-of-living adjustments each year through
continued collective bargaining. The index increased from $33,301 in 2005-06 to $34,200 in
2006-07.
All teachers hired on or after January 1, 2006, are
subject to the new pay system. A teacher hired in
2005 or before has seven annual windows of time
in which to join ProComp, should he so choose. (A
veteran teacher may choose to stay on the current
salary schedule for the rest of his career.) The last
chance to enroll in ProComp is November 2010 –
June 2011. Once a teacher has opted in,
Denver’s most
he cannot opt out.22

As of May 2007 roughly 1,830 of more than 4,000
Denver teachers—including many new hires after
2006—are paid under ProComp. About 30 more
had signed up during the November 2006 – June
2007 window to be eligible for performance pay in
the 2007-08 school year.25
In 2004, then-DCTA president Becky Wissink said
that under ProComp, “no teacher will make less
than the current structure and many teachers have
the opportunity to earn more.”26 The average DPS
teacher earned $44,273 in 2005-06.27 Under the
2006-07 salary schedule, a veteran instructor with a
Ph.D. tops out at $67,595.28 These figures do not
include the value of fringe benefits, such as the
generous retirement package available to DPS
teachers.29

Market Incentives: Symbols of Changing
Priorities

To overcome inequities or shortages, school leaders
may offer financial inducements to teachers apart
tors represent the
Newly-hired teachers without experifrom any measurements of quality. The use of marlargest segment of
ence start earning the negotiated index
ket incentives is one component of ProComp that
amount base pay. A new hire’s base pay directly addresses important areas neglected by the
those who have
is increased by 2 to 4 percent of the index uniform salary schedule. Denver’s planned
joined the new
Applications for
for
each year of relevant experience out- incentives are comprised of two different
pay system...
side the district.23 Very little latitude is
yearly 3 percent of index bonuses: one for both “hard-toleft for DPS to differentiate entry-level salaries
staff” positions
filling “hard-to-staff” job specialties, and
based on a candidate’s special skills or experiences, one for working in “hard-to-serve”
and “hard-toor a successful classroom record (as such data beschools.
serve” schools
come more available).
veteran instruc-

increased signifi-

Returning Denver teachers opt in at their current
salary. All subsequent ProComp bonuses and increases are added to the base pay as they are
earned.
Through the end of the second opt-in window in
June 2006, about 28 percent of Denver’s 4,228 returning Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) teachers had
signed up for ProComp. Denver’s most veteran
instructors represent the largest segment of those
who have joined the new pay system, while many
more moderately-experienced teachers opted to
stay on the traditional schedule. Nearly half of
teachers who already had reached the 13th and
highest step of the traditional salary schedule
opted in, while only about 10 percent of teachers
with four to 10 years of experience enrolled.24

Seven in 10 teachers nationwide in a Public
cantly from 2005Agenda survey agreed that working in
“tough neighborhoods with low perform- 06 to 2006-07.
ing schools” deserved special financial incentives.
But only 42 percent favored similar bonuses for
colleagues “who specialize in hard-to-fill subjects.”30
The national results did not match well with Denver’s results. A 2003 survey found 82 percent of
DPS teachers supported incentives for “teachers in
content areas of short supply,” while an overwhelming 89 percent favored incentives for
“teaching at schools with the highest percentage of
high-needs students.”31 Applications for both
“hard-to-staff” positions and “hard-to-serve”
schools increased significantly from 2005-06 to
2006-07.32
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Rewards for working in challenging schools
Poorer schools in Denver and other urban areas
typically serve as the training ground for newer,
less effective teachers, who very often take the experience they have gained and transfer to a job in a
more stable, affluent setting or leave the profession
altogether. Furthermore, most instructors gravitate
towards working environments that match their
race and socioeconomic status. One policy report
suggests that persuading highly-qualified teachers
to defy these trends necessitates a “substantial”
pay differential.33

Some large school districts have broken the mold
to address classroom shortages. A 2002 report from
the American Association of School Administrators
indicated that Houston, New York, and Los Angeles all offer bonuses to attract instructors with
high-demand specialties.40

To determine the positions eligible for the “hardto-staff” designation, Denver’s ProComp Transition Team chose to use regional and national data
on the supply of licensed professionals produced
by degree-granting institutions, as well as data on
specific DPS teaching assignments. Jupp said a ProAs a result, the effect of Denver’s “hard-to-serve”
Comp work group “used a planning number of
school bonus appears to be real, but marginal. Jupp approximately 15 [percent] of the work
expects future analyses of ProComp to show a de- force” to determine who would earn the 3 ...Woodward said
he believes the real
cline in teacher turnover at many schools.34 A 1999 percent of index bonus.41
progress yielded by
RAND report found that each $1,000 increase in
the “hard-to-serve”
salary decreased teacher attrition by 6 percent in
Licensed employees who specialized in
35
high-risk Texas schools. Yet a 2003 study found
English Language Acquisition, middle
bonus will be symthat experienced female teachers would require a
school mathematics, Special Education
bolic, but signifimassive 43 percent salary increase to
Center assignments, speech pathology, or cant.
Teachers at 34
leave their instructional jobs in the sub- psychology all earned an extra $999 in
DPS schools dururbs for a low-performing, inner-city
2005-06.42 In addition to the previous job assign36
ing 2006-07 are
school.
ments, school nurses and Multicultural Assessment
Services Team (MAST) employees take home a
eligible for the
Denver’s
Transition
Team
gave
equal
one-time bonus of $1,026 in 2006-07.43
$1,026 bonus.
weight to each of the following criteria to
identify “Hard-to-Serve” schools: federal free or
More symbolic than effective
reduced lunch program eligibility, enrollments in
As part of the Transition Team, the “Market Incenspecial education center programs, English lantives Work Group” reevaluates the criteria for
guage learners, Medicaid eligibility, and home
“hard-to-staff” jobs and “hard-to-serve” schools on
neighborhood crime data.37 According to Jupp,
a yearly basis. Though they have helped to build
“Hard-to-Serve” status encompasses the neediest
the nuts and bolts of the compensation program
schools that employ 15 percent of the total teaching from scratch, Jupp stated in 2005 that they “will be
force in each category (i.e., elementary, middle,
slow to reinvent the criteria, or even reweigh
high, and alternative).38 Teachers at 28 DPS schools them.”44 Thus far the criteria have remained consisduring 2005-06 received a $999 bonus. Teachers at tent.
34 DPS schools during 2006-07 are eligible for the
$1,026 bonus.39
How well the market incentives work as enticements to draw skilled instructors to needier
Rewards for filling high-demand specialties
schools and specialties remains to be seen. Former
Most school districts offer the same salary to all
DPS Board President Les Woodward said he benew teachers despite vast differences in the availlieves the real progress yielded by the “hard-toability of qualified candidates for different special- serve” bonus will be symbolic, but significant. “A
ties. Today’s school administrators often encounter lot won’t move themselves for the bonus amount,
great difficulty in finding enough skilled teachers
but they will recognize that the district values the
of math, science, and special education to meet
challenging assignment,” he said.45
their students’ learning needs, while general elementary teachers and English teachers tend to be in
great supply.
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Colorado Student Assessment Program (CSAP),
administered annually to 4th through 10th graders
in the state’s public schools.

Student Growth:
The “Centerpiece” of the Plan
Proposals to link teacher compensation to student
assessment results rank among the most controversial reform ideas. Teachers tend to be skeptical of
merit pay systems based strictly on measured student test scores, saying that their salaries would be
affected significantly by factors beyond their control: student abilities, efforts, and demographics; as
well as the work of prior teachers. Less than 40 percent supported such pay systems in a 2003 Public
Agenda survey.46
...[T]eachers who
meet both objectives earn a permanent salary
increase worth
[$342 in 2006-07].

Nevertheless, roughly half of teachers
favor financial incentives based on a
value-added assessment that measures
individual student gains from one year
to the next. Others still question the effects of non-classroom factors and the
limited picture provided by standardized tests.47

Setting and meeting objectives
ProComp’s Student Growth component is broken
down into three elements: student growth objectives, CSAP expectations, and distinguished
schools. The first element is based on the establishment of “annual student growth objectives,” an
innovative and distinct feature of ProComp. Each
participating teacher, in conjunction with his supervisor, sets two measurable objectives directly
related to job content and “focused on growth in
student learning.” The objectives are tied to specific teaching strategies, helping the instructor not
only to determine what students should learn but
also how to help them master content and skills.48
Teachers who meet one of the two annual objectives earn a one-time bonus worth 1 percent of index
($342 in 2006-07); teachers who meet both objectives earn a permanent salary increase worth the
same amount. Assessment tools used to determine
growth should “measure the learning content of
the objective and be closely tied to the curriculum.”49 Examples include the Developmental
Reading Assessment and Connected Mathematics
Program Assessments. Student growth objectives
are not allowed to incorporate results from the

In 2005, then-Board President Woodward correctly
identified the reward for meeting student growth
objectives—described in the CTAC study as the
“centerpiece” of the plan—as the most promising
single facet of ProComp. The CTAC study determined this “centerpiece” of the plan had a measurably positive effect on student learning.50
Student growth and state testing
The second type of student growth incentive enables participating math, literacy, and language
arts teachers to earn a 3 percent “sustainable increase” ($1,026 in 2006-07) for exceeding expectations on their students’ CSAP scores. A statistical
model will set a “standard range” for expected performance. The precise methodologies will be determined in the fall of 2007 for the first payout. “To
exceed expectations, a teacher’s students
Teachers who fall
must do very, very well,” Jupp said. The
below expectacumulative pay raise acts as an ongoing
incentive, since it can be lost as quickly as tions can lose a 3
percent increase
it was earned.51
they had previ-

Teachers who simply meet expectations
ously received for
receive neither an increase nor a decrease
exceeding expectain salary. Teachers who fall below expectations.
tions can lose a 3 percent increase they had
previously received for exceeding expectations. A
failure to meet expectations cannot cut a teacher’s
salary if he has never earned such an increase before. Consideration is given to the characteristics of
the students being taught and to the extent of contact secondary students have with different teachers.52
Denver is not the state’s only school district to base
a small share of compensation on state assessment
performance. Adams County School District 14 in
Commerce City offers group bonuses to teachers
based on how students in a school fare in meeting
“target growth” on CSAP. In 2005-06, teachers
could earn $500 each for reaching 25 percent of
improvement goals, $1,000 for 50 percent, $1,500
for 75 percent, or $2,000 for reaching or exceeding
all goals.53
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The “distinguished school” as a group bonus
The final piece of the Student Growth component
is a 2 percent bonus for all teachers who serve in a
“distinguished school.” The ProComp Transition
Team, comprised of district and union representatives, established criteria for determining which
schools qualify as “distinguished.” The team used
measures of school-wide achievement and improvement from the School Accountability Report
(SAR), student attendance, parental satisfaction, an
index to measure individual student improvement,
and a Beat the Odds Index for disadvantaged
schools.54

this time working to dedicate a significant portion
to individual rewards.58
In 2006, Mississippi enacted its PerformanceBased Pay Program for schools that show gains in
student test scores. However, the law indicates that
money will only be available for the program on a
yearly basis once the state’s school finance formula
has been fully funded—an increasingly achievable
goal based on recent results and the priorities articulated by Mississippi political leaders.59

The most comprehensive approach is the Texas
Educator Excellence Grant Program, created in
The method to measure school achievement must
2006, which gives rewards to the state’s most disinclude “substantially more information” on stuadvantaged schools that demonstrate the greatest
dent performance than the SAR and Annual Yearly performance in math and reading. Local control is
Progress (as directed by the federal government’s
preserved within the guideline that 75 percent of
No Child Left Behind Act).55 Teachers in a
funds must be distributed as teacher bonuses.60
“distinguished” DPS school will earn an additional
$684 in the 2006-07 school year.
Knowledge and Skills: Minor Changes
Education officials often favor group rewards because they are seen to promote collaboration and
sharing of best practices among professional teachers. On the other hand, rewards to indi...[R]ewards to
vidual teachers offer a greater chance of
individual teachsuccess, since individuals respond best
ers offer a greater
to incentives over which they have the
most control.56
chance of success,
since individuals

Frederick Hess, who directs education
policy for the American Enterprise Instiincentives over
tute, suggests a combination of the two
which they have
types of rewards may work: “Group bothe most control.
nuses are a healthy way to build cohesion when mounted atop systems that
already recognize and reward individual effort,
but are not by themselves effective at motivating
individuals.”57
respond best to

Group rewards in other states
Several states have enacted group bonuses, often
known as School-Based Performance Awards, to
recognize the contributions of individual teachers
to school-wide gains in academic performance. In
2001, Iowa became the first state to launch a genuine school-based merit pay pilot program. The program failed to be implemented statewide after
three years of funding. Even so, the state has taken
steps toward reviving a performance pay policy—

ProComp’s rewards for the knowledge and skills
components include salary increases for national
certification and relevant graduate deStone... discovered
grees, salary increases for completing Prothat “the achievefessional Development Units, and a career
ment gains made
total $1,000 reimbursement available to
by [NBPTSeach teacher for money “spent on tuition
for coursework in their current or procertified teachers’]
posed area of assignment.”61
students are no
greater than those

A big payout for small results
The single largest prize in ProComp is of- made by students
who had other
fered to teachers who earn a master’s deteachers.”
gree or certification from the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards
(NBPTS): 9 percent of index, or $3,078 in 2006-07.
Denver already rewards NBPTS certification with
horizontal advancement on the single salary schedule. ProComp offers teachers with fewer than
seven years of recognized experience greater pay
than the traditional schedule, while teachers with
more than seven years of experience would gain
slightly less under the new pay plan.62
Outside the single salary schedule, pay increases
given to teachers who earn National Board certification are the most common type of knowledgeand-skills rewards given to teachers. Created in
1987, NBPTS has well-established standards of
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“what teachers should know and be able to do”—
including content knowledge, instructional methods, and student evaluation tools. More than
55,000 teachers nationwide have earned NBPTS
certification, which is valid for a 10-year period.
Nearly all states, and many school districts, offer
rewards or reimbursements for the credential.
Colorado numbered 223 teachers with the National
Board credential in 2005.63
As many as 48 states, in addition to numerous
school districts, offer financial rewards to teachers
for receiving certification from the National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS). A
prominent example is North Carolina, which offers NBPTS teachers a 12 percent pay differential
increase, worth about $5,000 a year on average.
Florida’s Dale Hickam Excellent Teaching Program, implemented in 1998, offers NBPTS teachers
a salary increase at 10 percent of the statewide
teacher average, an increase currently worth more
than $4,000.64

time), collaborative (involves colleagues, parents,
and/or community members), and job-embedded
(directly relevant to the employee’s current or proposed job assignment).67
As an example, one sample PDU outlined in an
official DPS document is designed for a sixth-grade
special education teacher whose students lag in
math skills. The plan outlines a detailed course of
study and action to learn and incorporate effective
team teaching with the regular education math
instructor over the course of a school year.68 Different teachers can adjust the PDU concept to suit
their particular specialties, school environments,
and student needs.

Professional Evaluation: A System in
Transition

Teacher performance may be measured by a supervisor’s judgment, as is common in many noneducational professions. Proponents say a teacher’s
administrator has the best information on her perNonetheless, research has shown that rewards for formance, unless a bargaining contract prevents
National Board certification likely will not lead
unscheduled observations.69 Scheduled observaschools and students closer to academic tions, whether the assessment is internal or exterThe PDU process
success. Of four NBPTS-launched stud- nal, provide a less genuine picture of typical classies
released in 2005, one showed signifi- room management and instruction. All
is designed to
...ProComp essencant connection between National Board told, 62 percent of teachers favor giving
encourage teachtially attaches
certification and improved student
extra pay to colleagues “who consistently
ers to enhance
learning, one showed a small connection, receive outstanding evaluations from their less compensation
their effectiveness
and two showed none.65 The trend afto the evaluation
principals.”70
on the job by befirms the results of a 2002 study by Dr.
process than the
coming “lifelong
J.E. Stone of East Tennessee State Univer- Conversely, opponents of tying pay to
single salary
sity. Stone compared a small sample of
learners.”
evaluations cite the largely subjective naschedule does.
NBPTS-certified instructors with nonture of the process, fearing unjust retribucertified counterparts and discovered that “the
tion from school administrators. Many administraachievement gains made by [NBPTS-certified
tors themselves do not want to be accused of playteachers’] students are no greater than those made ing favorites. Others have suggested a better alterby students who had other teachers.”66
native would be to model the peer-review system
More money for “lifelong learners”
A less widely-used element of ProComp’s knowledge-and-skills component is a 2 percent of index
salary increase for the completion of a Professional
Development Unit (PDU). The PDU process is designed to encourage teachers to enhance their effectiveness on the job by becoming “lifelong learners.”
Through a process of study, reflection, and demonstration, teachers are required to complete and
document a project that is ongoing (takes place over

used at many universities, where groups of teachers judge the performance of their colleagues to
remove some of the individual bias.71
De-emphasizing the evaluation model
Although Denver has refined evaluation standards
and procedures, ProComp essentially attaches less
compensation to the evaluation process than the
single salary schedule does. The terms of the collective bargaining agreement state that teachers on
the old salary schedule cannot receive a pay raise
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for years of experience if they receive unsatisfactory
evaluations. The annual increase on the schedule in
most cases would be greater than the annual increase for a satisfactory evaluation under the new
pay system. ProComp officials have chosen to rely
more heavily on objective indicators. “Frankly, we
don’t have faith in high-stakes judgments,” Jupp
said.72

In August 2005 the ProComp Transition Team
voted to approve the pilot process for the compensation plan’s professional evaluation component.76
Thirty DPS schools participated in the 2005-06 program to test the new evaluation procedures—
including five high schools, five middle schools,
and 20 elementary schools. Feedback from principals, teachers, and education specialists refined the
standards and procedures for formal observations
Some of the oldest performance-based programs tie set forth in the Comprehensive Professional Evaluasalaries more closely to professional evaluations
tion Handbook. Unscheduled observations of
than ProComp does. As an example, Arizona’s Ca- teacher performance also may be used.77
reer Ladder program offers advancement through
multiple tiers of salary earnings based on a combi- The evaluator determines whether the instructor
nation of successful evaluations and
exceeds, meets, is developing, or fails to meet “a
A teacher congrowing professional responsibilities—
high standard of performance” in five areas of
ceivably can fall
including after-school tutoring, team
teaching performance: instruction, assessment, curteaching, and curriculum development.
riculum and planning, learning environment, and
short of “meeting
Arizona state law grants some flexibility professional responsibilities. Evaluation tools inexpectations” in
to school districts in designing proceclude formal and informal observations, personal
all five areas and
dures, but evaluations must include
interviews, written communications, and supportstill receive a
“both announced and unannounced ob- ing records (including planning books or grading
“satisfactory”
servations of teacher performance.”73
policies). A teacher conceivably can fall
ProComp will
evaluation and
short of “meeting expectations” in all five
change how teachthe $1,026 salary
Several states experimented with the Ca- areas and still receive a “satisfactory”
ers are paid, but
reer Ladder program after the report A
evaluation and the $1,026 salary inincrease.
the district in its
Nation at Risk was released in 1983, but
crease.78
today only Missouri and Arizona have operative
partnership with
programs. Career Ladder teachers worked in 333 of Teachers who receive an unsatisfactory
the union has not
Missouri’s 524 school districts in 2005-06, costing
rating must undertake a remediation plan,
addressed disthe state $37 million. Roughly 40 percent of Arijointly developed with an administrator.
missal procedures.
zona’s 43,000 teachers participate in Career Ladder, The plan specifies practices to correct no
representing 28 of the state’s 227 districts. Arizona more than three deficiencies within 30 to 90 days,
touts numerous studies over the past two decades
with assistance available from qualified peers. A
that demonstrate improved student performance
subsequent observation determines if the teacher
from the Career Ladder program.74
has earned a satisfactory rating, has made enough
progress to extend remediation, or “has made inImproving the process
sufficient progress and is still being rated unsatisDenver’s new “Professional Teacher Evaluation
factory.” In the case of the last option, the principal
System” assesses a probationary teacher’s perform- “shall make a recommendation of dismissal.”79
ance each of his first three years in the district. A
“satisfactory evaluation” will yield a salary increase Empowering principals but leaving tenure alone
In Colorado, a probationary teacher may be let go
worth 1 percent of index ($342 in 2006-07). Nonprobationary instructors are evaluated every third with or without an unsatisfactory evaluation. Howyear, beginning in their fourth year of employment ever, a non-probationary teacher’s property right to
in DPS, with a 3 percent of index ($1,026 in 2006-07) a job still is protected by statutory procedures that
salary increase available for those who earn a satis- may cost the school district thousands of dollars in
legal fees to terminate successfully. ProComp will
factory mark. Unsatisfactory evaluations delay
change how teachers are paid, but the district in its
teachers’ pay raises “until such time as they sucpartnership with the union has not addressed discessfully complete a development plan.”75
missal procedures. Woodward expressed hope that
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State funds for individual teacher awards
Florida distributes grants to school districts for the
purpose of developing performance-based pay. In
2002, the state enacted a law requiring districts to
implement merit pay, but the legislature did not
The compensation plan addresses fears of subjectivity through “well-developed rubrics articulating appropriate funds until the 2006-07 school year.
different levels of teacher performance,” which set The Special Teachers Are Rewarded (STAR) Proa clear measure of the accepted standards.81 Giving gram made $147.5 million available to districts that
had proposals approved by the State Board of Edua principal greater accountability for his school’s
academic performance also should help to mitigate cation.86
the temptation. To enhance the stake of managers
The STAR Program set the parameters for grant
and evaluators in student performance, DPS has
approval, as follows:
secured a five-year, $22.6 million federal grant
through the Teacher Incentive Fund82 to develop a
multiple-measure compensation system for princi- • Improved student achievement (as measured
pals. A piloted version of Principal ProComp is
by the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test or
scheduled to commence in the 2007-08 school
other approved assessment) must be the “primary”
year.83
evaluation factor
• Awards are limited to the top 25 percent of
Toward a Better Teacher Pay System
instructional personnel in the district
the frustration of failing to receive regular salary
increases will impel poorly-performing teachers to
leave.80

Signs of merit pay success
The first extensive look at national data suggests
that rewards tied to measured student learning
contribute to improved learning. Based on a detailed survey of responses from more
Teachers in the
than 500 schools, two University of Flormerit pay schools
ida economists found that merit pay proreported a more
grams correspond with a small increase
in test scores. Individual rewards
positive work
yielded greater improvements in highenvironment...
poverty schools with “the least parental
oversight,” and when given out only to a relative
few teachers. The published study attaches greater
success to merit pay than to class size reductions.84

Average or below average instructional personnel are not rewarded the same
as outstanding teachers
• High-performing instructional personnel at poorly-rated schools are rewarded

•

Low-performing instructional personnel at highly-rated schools are not rewarded

•

Eagle County is
the only Colorado
school district to
eliminate the
single salary
schedule completely.

Teachers of historically poor-performing students are not disadvantaged

•

Teachers of historically high-performing students are not advantaged87

•

In March 2007, Florida enacted a modification to its
performance pay policy by adopting the Merit
A 2007 survey of a teacher pay pilot program in
Award Program (MAP). MAP preserves the state’s
Little Rock, Arkansas, yielded similar results. The grant program but frees districts from the technical
University of Arkansas report not only detailed
requirement to develop merit pay. MAP makes
greater learning gains in schools where rewards for measured student performance at least 60 percent
test score improvement were offered to teachers,
of the determination for teacher awards. As much
but also showed signs of overcoming common ob- as 40 percent can be based on “professional pracjections. Teachers in the merit pay schools reported tices,” a principal-assessed evaluation of profesa more positive work environment and no more
sional competency. Under MAP, the 25 percent
“counterproductive competition” among the faccap on the number of teachers eligible to earn reulty. They also were less likely “to agree that low- wards was eliminated.88
performing students were a burden in the classroom.”85
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TAP: Another comprehensive approach
Founded in 1999 by the Milken Family Foundation,
the Teacher Advancement Program (TAP) provides a comprehensive approach to the promotion
of quality teaching. The program joins both knowledge-and-skills and performance-based compensation to the Career Ladder’s multiple career paths. It
also has a strong focus on professional mentoring
and collaboration. Principals and master teachers
gain enhanced training to help them rate their colleagues’ work in the classroom. Standard-based
evaluations of knowledge and skills and measured
student growth each make up roughly half of the
available bonuses and pay increases. Teachers who
assume responsibilities of mentorship and evaluation also earn more.89
Nestled in the Rocky Mountains, Eagle County
Schools began to pilot TAP in 2003. Eagle County
is the only Colorado school district to
The best available
eliminate the single salary schedule completely. In 2006-07, the district’s teachers
research demonare eligible to earn as much as $2,600 in
strates that TAP
bonuses—$1,300 based on assessed
teachers and TAP
knowledge and skills, $650 for schoolschools outperwide gains on the Colorado Student Asform their counsessment Program, and $650 for individterparts in most
ual student gains on a national, computer-based achievement test.90
measurements of
student learning

Minnesota Department of Education had approved
applications from 35 school districts and 14 charter
schools.92
What sets Q Comp apart from other state programs
is the commitment of Minnesota policy makers to
make performance-based teacher compensation an
enduring fixture of state school funding. The Minnesota Department of Education explains that Q
Comp “is structured as a categorical aid
...[T]he state could
program that is part of general education
revenue, not as a grant program.” The leg- provide grants or
other financial
islature in 2007 approved Gov. Tim
Pawlenty’s request for $62 million to fund incentives to
Q Comp.93
school districts
and charter

Practical policy considerations:
schools that deImplementation and sustainability
In his 2006 report for the left-liberal Center velop and implefor American Progress, Goldhaber identi- ment effective
alternative
fies four key “hurdles to implementing
teacher pay reforms.” Besides institutional teacher compensainertia and opposition from the National
tion.
Education Association, school districts are
faced with a series of technical and political obstacles. An innovative system of rating and rewarding
teachers may entail the design of new student testing instruments and an upgrade to data collection
standards. Such change would stretch the capacity
of many human resources departments. Furthermore, parents in more affluent schools may oppose
incentives that lure away high-quality teachers to
needier schools.94

The best available research demonstrates
that TAP teachers and TAP schools outin the area of
perform their counterparts in most measreading.
urements of student learning gains, espeThe state government’s size and available recially in the area of reading.91 A future
sources best equip it to overcome the obstacles.
comparison of results between ProComp schools
Therefore, Goldhaber says the state government
and TAP schools would be instructive.
should initiate compensation reform. But his confidence in distant bureaucracies to create effective
While states like South Carolina have authorized
TAP to provide technical assistance to poorly-rated policies is misplaced. Local agencies should take
the leading role in developing performance pay.
schools, Minnesota advanced a step further to
Furthermore, Goldhaber does not address legal
adapt the TAP model into an independent, statefunded program. Quality Compensation for Teach- concerns that face some states. Colorado’s constituers (Q Comp), enacted in 2005, employs all the TAP tion guarantees district school boards “control of
instruction.” And state statute already gives local
elements, including multiple career paths, stanboards the latitude to adopt “a salary schedule that
dards-based evaluations, and performance pay.
Critics argue that Q Comp gives local agencies too may be by job description and job definition, a
teacher salary policy based on the level of performmuch flexibility in deciding how to reward teachance demonstrated by each teacher, or a combinaers. Districts can receive state funds for designing
new pay systems that have little connection to im- tion of the salary schedule and salary policy.”95
proved student achievement. As of May 2007, the
gains, especially
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For practical purposes, ProComp represents the
agreement of Denver’s board and union representatives to adopt a combination of the old salary
schedule and a new salary policy—at least until the
last teacher earning on the traditional schedule retires or resigns. State law enables districts to follow
Denver’s example, to seek DPS leaders’ input, or to
forge their own system of performance-based pay.
As in Florida, the state could provide grants or
other financial incentives to school districts and
charter schools that develop and implement effective alternative teacher compensation. The Colorado Department of Education also could be
charged to provide technical assistance and other
intellectual resources to local schools.

Conclusion
Research is not promising for the effectiveness of
group rewards, or for the value of advanced credentials. At the same time, more and more studies
highlight the success of teacher compensation systems that offer rewards for yielding measurable
gains in student learning. No measureProComp also
ment or system for distributing pay will
falls short by not
be perfect. Yet any change to compensaallowing enough
tion based on measured student growth
ought to be compared to the single salflexibility to difary schedule it replaces, not to an unferentiate entryachievable perfect model.
level salaries,
which would

A chief weakness of ProComp, the system offers individual teachers rewards
to recruit the most
for measured student growth that are
small when compared to the range of
highly effective
other possible bonuses and salary inworkforce.
creases. A salary increase worth more
than $3,000 for National Board certification is an
especially inefficient allocation of resources, highly
similar to the traditional schedule. In addition, not
enough evidence exists to show whether the $1,000
market incentive bonus amount is sufficient to help
the district fill challenging schools and specialties
with quality teachers. Meaningful data reflecting
enable the district

the success of the new pay system will not be available until at least 2009, leaving time to speculate on
the lasting effects it will have for Denver’s students.
ProComp also falls short by not allowing enough
flexibility to differentiate entry-level salaries,
which would enable the district to recruit the most
highly effective workforce. At the same time, ProComp does not give school leaders any more authority to remove poorly-performing teachers.
Should the implementation of a performance pay
plan for principals create more effective and competent managers, they will need every reasonable
tool of authority to make key personnel decisions.
Supporters hope that the system’s rewards will
discourage and frustrate instructors who are not
meeting the mark in the classroom. Yet any careersquatters hired before 2006 can stay on the current
salary schedule through retirement.
Even so, Denver has taken a significant step to
change how teachers are paid. Gradually leaving
the single salary schedule behind, ProComp offers
a way to acknowledge and reward outstanding
instruction. Colorado’s education leaders should
expand and advance compensation reform:
Denver and other school district leaders should
work to adopt merit pay programs that offer the
greatest rewards for student results.

•

The state should provide financial grants and
technical assistance that move local boards of education to implement the best possible performance
pay systems.

•

Local and national political forces, as well as existing bureaucratic structures, pose a challenge to
implementing successful teacher pay reform.
Given these realities, ProComp represents a
groundbreaking milestone from which Denver and
others can work to build and improve.
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